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HYPOELLIPTIC OVERDETERMINED SYSTEMS

WITH VARIABLE COEFFICIENTS

YOSHIAKI HASHIMOTO

1. Introduction

Let

(1) p(x,D)u = f

be a system of partial difierential equations. We shall say that p{x,D) is

hypoelliptic if the distribution solution u is in C°° wherever /eC°° (cf. section

2, Definition 5.)

Here we shall give a sufficient condition for the hypoellipticity of over-

determined systems with variable coefficients.

For determined and overdetermined systems with constant coefficients

a necessary and sufficient condition was obtained by Lech [5], Hormander

[1], Malgrange [6] and Matsuura [7]. On the other hand, Volevic [8] gave

a sufficient condition for determined systems with variable coefficients. His

condition corresponds to the formally hypoelliptocity in the scalar case.

Furthermore, a more general sufficient condition.was obtained by Horman-

der [2]. For overdetermined systems with variable coefficients, Kato [3] gave

a sufficient condition as an extension of the Volevic condition.

As in [2] our method is to construct a left parametrix by pseudo-

differential operators. § 2 is devoted to some properties of matrices of pseudo-

differential operators. In §3 we shall state a main theorem on a sufficient

condition for the hypoellipticity of overdetermined systems with variable

coefficients. We shall prove this theorem in §4.

2. Preliminaries

Let Rn be the ^-dimensional Euclidean space with coordinates (xl9 , xn)

and Ω an open subset in Rn. We denote the set of all ^-dimensional vec-

tors whose components are C°°-functions in Ω and those with compact sup-
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ports in Ω by C~ (Ω; Cv) and by C~ (Ω; Cv)9 respectively.

Let p{x9D) be a μxv matrix

(2) p{x,D) = Σ aa{x)Da

9

of partial differential operators, where α = {al9 ,αΛ) ( α ^ O , integer) is

a multi-index, 1 a\ — ax + + αΛ, α! = ocλ!, , an!, Di — — i ~ (i = -/—I,

j = 1, ,n) 9 D= [Dl9 9Dn) and Da = Dl1 Z)£n. If we denote the

Fourier transform of u^C^{Ω;Cv) by ύ(ξ) = \u{x)e~ί<x'ξ>dx where <α;,̂ > = α;1f1

+ • • + xnξn, then p(x9D) u is given by the //-dimensional vector

(3) p{x9D)u(x) =

Here we set p{x,ξ) = Σ ««
α

The class of partial differential operators can be extended as follows.

DEFINITION 1. If m9 p and δ are real numbers with l^p > 0 and d^O,

we denote by S?iβ(fl; C%Cμ) the set of all j>{x,ξ)GC"{ΩxRn; C\Cμ) such that

for every compact subset K in Ω and all multi-indices α, β we have with a

consatnt Ca,β,κ

\DaξDβ

xp[x9ζ)\ ^Ca,βtK{l + \ξ\)m-pla\+δ\β\9 x&K a n d ξ&Rn

9

where | | denotes an operator norm of matrices from Cv into Cμ. Set

U Op,δ — ^>p,δ «>nQ I I Op,a — »̂ p,<ϊ

It is easy to see that matrices of partial differential operators are con-

tained in S?,δ(Ω; C%Cμ). For p<=S™δ(Ω; Cv,Cμ) we define an operator p{x9D)

as follows:

DEFINITION 2. (See [2], for example.) For p<sS™δ{Ω; C\Cμ) we can

define

(4) p(x,D)u(x) =

where u^C~(Ω; Cv) and

Then we shall have the following properties for these operators, which

are extensions of the results obtained by Hormander [2] for the scalar case.

PROPOSITION 1. Let p{x9ζ)^ST,δ{Ω\C\Cμ) and assume that 5 < 1 . The

operator p(x,D) defined by (4) is then a continuous linear mapping ofC~(Ω;Cv) into
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C°°(Ω; Cμ), and it can be extended to a continuous linear mapping of §f'(£?; Cv) into

£&'{Ω;Cμ). The distribution kernel of p{x,D) is a C"-function outside the diagonal

in ΩxΩ; it is in Cj{ΩxΩ; C\Cμ) if j + m + n<0. For every u(Ξ&f(Ω;Cv),

(5) sing supp p{x,D)uasing supp u,

where sing supp u means the singular support of u.

Proof The proof of this theorem is reduced to the scalar case in Hor-

mander's paper [2].

Since p{x,D) = {Pij{x,D))i=lt...,μ,j=1,...tV, it follows, by H ό r m a n d e r ' s result

[2], that Pij{x9D) is a continuous linear mapping of C~(Ω) into C°°(Ω) and it

can be extended to a continuous linear mapping of ξf'(Ω) into &'(Ω).

Hence p{x,D) becomes a contiunous linear mapping of C^{Ω; Cv) into C~{Ω;Cμ),

and it can be extended to a continuous linear mapping of if '(β; Cv) into

&'{Ω;Cμ). Furthermore considering the results for the scalar pseudo-

differential operator pij{x,D)< we obtain that the distribution kernel of

p(x,D) is a C°°-function outside the diagonal in ΩxΩ and that it is in

Cj(ΩxΩ; C\Cμ) if j -\- m + n<G. Finally from the scalar pseudo-local pro-

perty, we have

sing supp φ{x,D) we sing supp u

for &eg?'(β; Cv). Thus we have the proposition 1.

The following propositions are reduced to the scalar case in the same

way as in Proposition 1. Hence we shall not describe the details.

PROPOSITION 2. The space S™δ{Ω;C\Cμ) is a linear subspace. If

{Ω;Cv,Cμ) and q<=S?MΩ; Cλ,Cv), then j>%<=S?,ΊpWM (Ω; C\Cμ), and

(Ω; C\Cμ). If φjGS™/, {Ω; C\Cμ), j = 0, 1, 2, and m, -> - oo, one can find

φ<=S™°δ{Ω;C%Cμ) such that for every k

(6) v - ΈΊ*j^S™>δ(Ω;σ,Cμ)

where mk — maxnij. The function p is uniquely determined modulo SjΓδ(Ω', C\Cμ).

oo

We shall say that p has an asymptotic expansion Σ pj and we express

PROPOSIITON 3. If p&S™δ(Ω;Cv,Cμ), the kernel of p{x,D) is in C°° if and

only if
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P R O P O S I T I O N 4. Let pj&S™ί(Ω; C\ Cμ), j = 0,1,2, •••, and assume that

mj-^ — oo when j-*oo. Let p^C*{ΩxRn) and assume that for all multi-indices

a, β and compact sets K there exist some C and μ depending on a, β and K such

that

If there exist numbers μk ->• — oo such that

(7) \p(*,ξ)-
j

oo

it follows that p^Sm\ {Ω; C\Cμ), where m0 = supπij and that p ~ Σ pjm

PROPOSITIONS. (Leibniz' formula) Let p e S™δr(Ω; C\Cμ) and

{Ω; C\CV) where δ' < p" ^ 1. Set d = max (δ',δ"), i° = rnin {pr,p") and choose

/ ε C ; {Ω). Then there is an element reS£ί + m "(β; CSC) JM^A that r{x,D) u = q{x9D)

fp(x,D)u for uζΞC°Z(Ω;Cv), and

(8) r(x, ξ) ~ Σ g(β)(», ί)

q(a) denote the a-th derivative of q in ξ.

We extend the operators p(x,D) to the more general class.

DEFINITION 3. By L™δ {Ω; C\Cμ) we denote the set of all continuous

linear mappings P : Co (Ω Cv) -> C°° (Ω C) such that for all /eCϊ(β) there

exists some p GS"1 (β; Cυ,C^) with P(fu) = pf{x,D)u, for κ e C ϊ ( 0 ; C ) .

If ^(αj,f)eS^(^;Cυ,C^) f then p(x,D)<=L™s(Ω; C\Cμ).

To consider the multiplication of these operators, we shall impose the

following condition.

DEFINITION 4. We shall say that P^L™,δ(Ω; C\Cμ) is compactly sup-

ported if for every compact set K in Ω there is another compact set K! in

Ω such that if U(ΞC°Z(Ω; CV) and supp M C X it follows that supp PuaK', and

if weCj(β; Cv) and u vansihes in Kf it follows that Pu vanishes in K.

The multiplication of compactly supported operators is also compactly

supported.

The following proposition is a representation formula for

(fl C'.P).
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PROPOSITION 6. Let P be a compactly supported operator of Lm (Ω;C\Cμ).

Then one can find p(x9ξ)<^S™s (12; C\Cμ) such that Pu = p{x,D)u. We shall call

p(x,ξ) a symbol of P.

Proof. This is shown easily by reducing to the scalar case, so we may

omit the detail here.

We consider the adjoint of a pseudo-differential operator. In doing so,

we write

β (*

PROPOSITION 7. Let P be a compactly supported operator of L™δ{Ω;Cv,Cμ)

(O^δ < p<l). Then there is one and only one compactly supported operator

P*<ΞL™δ(Ω;Cμ,Cv) such that

the symbol σ{P*) of P* is given by

(9) σ(P*)

where p* is adjoint of the matrix p(x,ζ).

We can easily see that if P is compactly supported, then p* is so.

3. A sufficient condition on the hypoellipticity

To describe a sufficient condition for the hypoellipitcity of operators,

let us give its definition.

DEFINITION 5. Let P be a compactly supported operator of L™δ(Ω; C\Cμ)

(0 ^δ < j o ^ l ) . Then we shall say that P is hypoelliptic if

(10) sing supp Pu = sing supp u for u^&'(Ω9C
v).

We can assert the following main theorem on a sufficient condition for

the hypoellipticity. We shall impose that all components of our operator

are of the same order.

THEOREM. Let P be a compactly supported operator of L™,δ{Ω; C\Cμ) where

μ>v and φ(x,ξ) be its symbol. If there exists a compactly supported operator Q

in L™,rδ (Ω; Cμ,Cv) with symbol q{x9ξ) and if there exist two non-singular vXv matrices

A{x,ζ) and B{x,ξ) satisfying following conditions (I) ~ (III) , then P is hypoelliptic.
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(I) lA(x,ξ)q%(x,ξ)pffi{x,ξ)B(x,ξ)l

(Π) \B{x^)

χ(=K and \ξ\ >CK9

(III) there is a real number mn such that \A(x,ξ)\ +

and \ξ\ >CK.

COROLLARY. Let P be a compactly supported operator of L™δ{Ω; C\Cμ) where

μ>v. If the symbol p(x,ξ) of P satisfies the following conditions ( I ) ' — ( I I I ) '

for two non-singular vXv matrices A(x,ξ) and B(x,ζ), then P is hypoelliptic.

(I) '

(Π)' \B(x9ξ)-Kp*(x,ξ) φ^^Aix^)-']

^Cκ, x^K and \ξ\ >CK,

( I I I ) ' there is a real number rn' such that \A{x9ξ)\ + \B{x,ξ)\ £Cx\ξ\mr,

and \ξ\ >CK.

Remark 1. By the corollary we can easily see that if P is elliptic in

the sense of Komatsu [4] whose components are of the same order, then P

is hypoelliptic.

Remark 2. The conditions (I) — (HI) of the main theorem is invariant

under diffeomorphisms of Ω{1 — P^δ < p).

In the next section we shall prove the main theorem and the corollary.

4. Proof of the theorem

First we shall introduce the following:

DEFINITION 6. Let P be a compactly supported operator of L™'δ{Ω; C\Cμ)

(0<δ< jO^Sl). We shall say that P has a left parametrix if there exists a

compactly supported operator E&L™'δ{Ω; Cμ,Cv) for some real number rri

such that the symbol of EPΊ is identically equal to zero.
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Next we shall show that the existence of a left parametrix is a sufficient

condition for the hypoellipticity.

PROPOSITION 8. (cf [2]). Let P be a compactly supported operator of L™δ

(Ω; C\Cμ) (0<δ< p^l). If P has a left parametrix, then P is hypoelliptic.

Proof First we shall prove that sing supp Pu c sing supp u for

{Ω,CV). Let #oe(sing supp uf. Since (sing supp uf is open, we can

choose a neighborhood Ux of x0 such that sing supp uf)U1 = φ. We take

a function ίoGC tί/J such that ψ Ξ= l in some neighborhood Z72(̂ CΛ) of x0.

Then u = φu + {l- φ)u. Since ψu e Q (£Λ, Cv), we see P{<pu)<=C°°(Q; Cμ).

Hence, in particular, P{ψu)^CM (Ul9C
μ). So we consider only the second

term P(l — φ)u. Taking some neighborhood £/3 of x0 such that £/3<^£/2, we

consider the following bilinear form for

P)M, v) = ((1 - φ)u9P*υ).

Since P* has a pseudo-local property, i.e., (5), supp P*v can be contained

in some compact set K in Ω. We take %eCj(J2) such that % = 1 in some

neighborhood of K. Then

((1 - φ)u. P*v) = ((1 - φ)u, XP*υ) = (P%(1 - φ)u,υ).

Let ^ be in C"(U2) and ^ Ξ I in some neighborhood of Uz. Then

- φ)u,v) =

Since the symbol of ψPχ(i — φ)u is identically zero, we have the following

estimate

\(ψPχ(l-φ)u,v)\^C\\v\\s for t;eCS(tf,;C),

where ||t;||t = ((2π)~n j (1 + |£|8) fl0(«lW)1 / 2. Hence P(l - φ)uς=H-9{Ut,C
μ). As

s is an arbitrary real number, it follows that P(l — φ)u^Coa(Uz; C). Since x0

is an arbitrary point in (sing supp u)% we see that sing supp Pu c sing

supp u.

Hence to prove the hypoellipticity, it is sufficient to show that sing

supp u c sing supp Pu.

Set Pu — f and let £ be a left parametrix for P. Then u can be

expressed by

u = EPu-(EP-I)u = Ef-(EP-I)u.
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Since E is a left parametrix for P, the symbol of EP-I is equal to zero.

Hence Proposition 1 implies that EPΊ has a C°°-distribution kernel. So

{EPΊ)u e C°°(β; Cv). For the first term Ef we can use the pseudo-local

property for &'(Ω,C) and we obtain that sing supp Ef c sing supp / =

sing supp Pu. Thus we have the proposition.

Next due to Hδrmander is a sufficient condition for the existence of a

left parametrix.

PROPOSITION 9. (cf [2]). Let P<=U?,S (Ω; C\ Cμ) (0 < δ < p < 1) and assume

that there exist vXv matrices A(x9ξ) and B(x,ξ) such that the symbol matrix p(x,ξ)

of P satisfies the conditions

(11) \A(x9ξ)p%(x,ξ)B(x,ξ)\ <CatβtK(l+ | e | ) - Ί β l + l'l,

xeiK and ξ<=Rn

for any compact subset K of Ω and any multi-indices a and β. Also assume that

(12) wx.ξrwx.ξriAixtξ)-^ <cκ,

x^K and \ξ\ >CK

and that there is a real number m! satisfying

(13) \A{x,ξ)\ + \B(x,ξ)\ ^Cκ\ζ\m\ XΪΞK and \ξ\ >CK.

Then there exists a left parametrix E<=L2

py{Ω; C\Cμ).

Now we can prove the main theorem and the corollary.

Proof of the main theorem.

Let P be an operator satisfying the conditions of the theorem. By

Proposition 5 it follows that the symbol r(x,ξ) of the operator QP is given

by an asymptotic expansion

(14) r(x, ξ) - Σ qia)(x, ξ)D%p(x, ξ)ja \.
a

We shall show that r{x,ξ) satisfies the conditions of Proposition 9. Then

QP has a parametrix F(ΞL2

PT{Ω; Cv,Cμ). Setting E=FQ, we have E^L2

PT
+mr

{Ω;Cμ,Cv) and it becomes a left parametrix for P. Hence by Proposition

8, P is hypoelliptic.

To show that (11) is satisfied for r, we can use the asymptotic expan-

sion
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(14)' RN(x, ξ) = r(x, ξ) - Σ qM(x, ξ)D%p(x9 ξ)/a!

|α|<iV

GS«+»/-iir(M)(β; C\CV).

Differentiate this equality a times in ξ and β times in x, we have, by the

Leibniz formula,

r[$ (x, I) = Σ Cβiβ,iM,Crg<$r> («,£) pgS&0(a?, ξ)
\r\<N

where Cβlβ/ l ί t ί/ and Cr are constants depending only on their subscripts.

Here ^g(aj,e)eSίίn ι /-^- ί )- ί'lβl+*l/ ίl(β; Ctf,Cv). Operating i4(sc,e) from the left

and B{x,ξ) from the right and considering Proposition 2, we have

\A(x,ξ)r$(x.ξ)B(x9ξ)\

^, Σ

[A(x,ζ)RN{ϊ](x,ζ)B(x,ξ)l

+ ^α fi x(l + If \ ) m + m f + 2 m " - N ( p-δ)-p\a\+δ\P\

If we choose N sufficiently large, then we have

\A(x,ξ)r$(x9ξ)B(x9ξ)\ <Ca>β,κ(l+

It suffices to show that the conditions (12) and (13) in Proposition 9 are

satisfied for r(x,ζ). The condition (13) holds evidently, because the condition

(III) of the main theorem are verified.

Finally we shall ascertain (12). Consider the asymptotic expansion (14)'

of r(x9ξ)9 i.e.,

r(x,ξ) =

where RN{x9ξ)e=SZtm'-N(p-δ\Ω;Cv,Cv). Operating A(x,ξ) from the right and

B{x,ξ) from the left, we have, by the triangle inequality that

(15) \A(x9ξ)r(x9ξ)B(x9ξ)\ ^ \A(x9ξ)q(x9ξ)p{x9ξ)B(x9ξ)\

I Q < | Σ < Λ r

( J j 1 ' 1 A(x, ξ)qM(x, ξ)p(x, ζ)B(x, ζ) I

- \A(x9ξ)RN(x,ξ)B(x9ξ)\-
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The first term on the right hand side of (24) can be estimated as such as

(16) \A(x9ξ)q{x9ξ)p{x9ξ)B(x9ξ)\^CKf x^K and | ί | > C * .

By the assumption (I) of the main theorem we can estimate the second

term of (15) as follows.

0<|α|<iV ' ' > («) »

, I A(x, ξ)qM(x, ξ)pia)(x, ξ)B{x, ξ) I

0<|α|<iV

X<ΞK and |g| > C,,.

For the third term of (15), we have

(17)

If we choose iV sufficiently large and combine (15), (16) and (17), then we

obtain

and \ξ\ >CK,

and we can choose C"κ so large that

Cί(l+ \ξ\T'p-δ)<\cκ< \ξ\>C'ί.

Consequently we have

\A(x,ζ)r(x,ξ)B(x,ξ)\^:Cκ, XΪΞK and \ξ\ >C"K.

Hence the condition (12) of Proposition 9 is proved. Thus the theorem is

established.

The corollary of the main theorem is proved in the same way.

Proof of Corollary.

Let P be as in the theorem. By Proposition 7 it follows that the

symbol q(x,ξ) of the adjoint operator P* of P is given by an asymptotic

expansion

(18) q(x,ξ)
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i.e.,

(18)' R'N(x, ξ) = q(x9 ξ) - Σ Dip*ω(x, ξ)/a!

Substituting q in (14)', we have

r(x,ξ) - Σ
\ \ N \

Σ
\*\<N,\β\<N

Σ R<tiKx*ξ)DZp{x,ξ)lal.
\«\<N

Since RN{x,ξ)<=S?;ΊNip-δ) (Ω; C\CV)9 by Proposition 2, we have Σ Rtfi*,®
\*\<N

% ( a ; , f ) / α ! G S 2 m " M M ) ( β ; C%CV). Since iV is arbitrary, we obtain that

r(x, ξ) - Σ Dίp«a+β\x, ξ) D%p(x, ξ)/a!β!.

Using this asymptotic expansion instead of (14) we can easily see that r(x,ξ)

satisfies the conditions (11), (12) and (13) in Proposition 9, which proves the

corollary.
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